L-DCS integration with Timatic AutoCheck

This is the problem:
You are at risk of fines for carrying passengers without the right travel documentation

This is the solution for L-DCS clients:
In-line, integrated, real-time access to the Timatic AutoCheck service from IATA

Some of the benefits of the new integration

- Reduced risk of fines
- Faster passenger processing reduces queue times and airport congestion
- Quicker turnaround times for flights carrying international passengers
- Improved reputation with authorities
- Easy to use, intuitive interface with immediate, clear response
- No more interpretation of printed manuals
- Peace of mind knowing documents have been correctly verified
This easy to use addition to L-DCS saves time checking travel documents and helps to prevent fines for carrying ineligible passengers. Customers are processed at the check-in desk and this new process requires simply an Internet connection and an IATA subscription.

Whether you are using the printed Travel Information Manual or the standalone Timatic AutoCheck service, this integration can help check-in agents work more efficiently with the confidence that they are providing travellers the most accurate advice.

What does the integration provide?

- Direct access to Timatic AutoCheck through the L-DCS application
- Fully integrated GUI that supports document swipes
- One of the best thought-out integrations on the market (according to expert feedback)
- Simple ‘traffic light’ system for Carry/No Carry decisions
- Detailed information provided for Timatic responses
- Audited history to help resolve disputes

Call us for more information on +44 (0)1252 783 787 or email us at info@damarel.com